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Boalt axes
student newspaper

Stark, grey walls of AIcatraz Prison
administration building greeted students as they toured the facilities Sep-

tember 22. Details, more photos on
page 5.

By Larry Bobiles
Boalt Hall's student newspaper. The
Suspended Sentence, ceased publica·
tion last week after its editor was fired
and funds frozen.
Citing "outrage" at "patently offen·
sive material" appearing in Suspended
Sentence's first issue of the school year.
a unanimous resolution of the Boalt
Hall Student Association (BHSA)
vacated the editor's position. embargoed funding. and asked newspaper staff ｭｾ｢･ｲｳ＠
to surrender keys to
their offices.
At the bottom of the controversy
were an advertisement and a column
run by the newspaper hyping devices
which shape the male or female derriere and a set of underwear designed
to "cure" women of "penis envy" by
providing them an "insta-bulge."
The paper. which is partially
student-funded. also was condemned
for running a "Sample Bingo Card"
for use during class session games of
"turkey bingo."
In place of numbers. the card lists
names of selected Boalt students
Among those listed were two members
of BHSA. the president of a national
Black Law Students Association. and
four Suspended Sentence staff members,
Following publication of the tabloid
format paper September 12. about
100 angry students packed a BHSA
meeting demanding that action be
taken against the paper.
"The paper was condemned as racist and sexist. Posters denouncing us

Freitas, Silver bring campaigns here
Silver raps incumbenfs record
By Dana Drenkowski
Carol Ruth Silver. the Sa n Francisco
supervisor who is ch allenging emb a t tled District Attorney Joe Freitas in the
_Nov. 6 election. b rough t her cam-

Carol Ruth Silver: supervisor calb
for changes in DA's office.

paign to Hastings Sept. 18 with a call
for reorganization of the district at
torney's office to place more importance on reducing violent crime.
Contmued on back page

Joseph Freitas: students quizzed
him on Dan White case handling.

Freitas defends
White handling
By Mimi Lavin
The Dan White case keeps following
Joseph Freitas around.
Just before the incumbent district
attorney arrived at Hastings Sept 25
for an appearance sponsored by the
Hastings Democrats, someone scrawled on the blackboard in room B. " If
you're White , it's not called murder,"
a sardonic reference to the fiercely
controversial mamlaughter verdict
handed down to the former supervisor
for the murders of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk,
The graffito was erased by the time
Freitas arrived for his appearance, but
it provided a look at what is obviously
one of the biggest issues in the race for
District Attorney. and probably Freitas' leading albatross.
Freitas made no mention of the
White case during his prepared speech
to an audience of about 40, but it was,
not surprisingly, the first topic of questioning after the speech ,
The 39-year-old District Attorney.
whose seat is under challenge by a
number of contenders, concentrated
on revie,,;ng his performance in office
and pointing out that changes called

Contmued on back page

sprang-up on bulleting boards, " fired
editor Andy Loomis recalled .
Holding in his hand one "open let·
ter" denouncing the paper which
LoomIS said was posted on bulletin
boards , he added that Boalt "is kind of
like Peking Students like to use this
medium to get their views across ,"
"My editorial policy is not to edit
anything." Loomis told the Law Neu}s
Loomis, a second-year student at
Boalt, is a former public affairs officer
with the U S Navy ,
"I just thought that students should
have a place to publish where some body wasn't standing over them telling
them what good thought is."
Loomis, who lost a bid last year for
a seat on the BHSA, decried his firing
as "censorship" and said he would appeal to Boalt Hall's Student Court.
According to Loomis. he cannot be
fired over the content of the paper.
"It says so right in BHSA's by-laws.
Those by·laws were drafted two years
ago to protect the paper when this
same thing came up," Loomis added
Spokespersons for BHSA could not
be reached for comment.
Suspended Sentence has published
intermittently over the last ten years,
Continued on back page

'Darkies'remark
ires students
By Lorie :Eber
Angry students demanded and received
an apology from Professor Arthur Sherry
September II after Sherry made an alleg ·
edly racist remark in a class lecture earlier
that day ,
o
Imagine the old south " there was the
white mansion with the pillars and the
"darkies singing in the fields Sherry told
his Section E Criminal Law class
Startled students weren't sure that they
had heard correctly, accordingly to persons
attending the class. When they verified
that Sherry had, in fact, u.5<'d the word
"darkies, " some students started talking
about circulating petitions registering their
discontent with Sherry's choice of words ,
Immediately after the class ended. seven
students (who chose not to be identified)
confronted Sherry in his office,
Sherry 71 told the Law News that he
was "taken aback" by student respon.5<' to
his remark, Darkies. he said. was a friendly
term in his day.
After being told by students that the
term is not acceptable nowadays, Sherry
said that he was sorry. that he hadn't in·
tended to offend anyone and that it
"wouldn't happen again."
Several students, unsatisfied with
Sherry's apology. talked with Associate
Dean Jane Peterson about the incident September 12
They explained that the atmosphere in
Sherry's class would not be conducive to
learning and that lhey refused to be sub·
jected to more comments of this nature
from Sherry in the future according to stu·
dent sources.
Peter;on made arrangements for two of
the students who requested a transfer to
enroll in Professor Vivian Wilson's
Criminal Law class. student sources said
Peterson would not comment on the in·
cident becaU.5<' , ' I never discuss my deal-

Continued on back page
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Who should control
student newspapers?
By Larry Bobiles
Last week's sacking of Boalt Hall's
student newspaper staff raises an ongoing question that has never been
fully resolved: Who should have final
say over what goes into a studentfunded newspaper?
Student journalists would like to
think that however their paper is funded, no one except themselves should
have editorial controL
On the other hand, students who
help pay for the paper can claim justifiably some right of editorial control
since they are in essence the newspaper's publishers_
Really, both sides are right. But if
one must make a choice, it should be
on the side of the newspaper's staff.
A student publication like this one is
different from an archetypal metropolitan daily_ Its sole aim is to inform,
and if it is lucky, to provide some guidance based on its attempted objectivity. Produce a profit? Attract big advertisers? Quite unlikely.
Working without the added pressure a profit-minded publisher might
apply, the Law News staff employs its
best judgment to editorial decisions.
ItS judgment may not always be the
best, but it is formed relatively independently as far as such decisions go.
As its "publisher" the student body
is free to dictate to its newspapers
whatever editorial policy it wishes. In
this setting, I see the policy choices as
between one which encourages the
staff to exercise independent editorial
judgement or a policy of something
less.
Anything less than a policy encouraging an independent staff would reinforce the Law News' former image
of being nothing more than a sounding board for ASH candidates, a showcase for resume overkillers, and a repository for nice things to say about
the faculty. It's probably safe to say
that everyone, Law News staff included, wants to put those days behind us.
Actually, the Law News has enjoyed
such a policy for some time, if past student reaction to questionable newspaper content is any indicator. Usually,
Hastings students disagreeing with
what's in the paper will either write in
and say so or simply join the paper's
staff.
To my knowledge, only when confronted by the extreme circumstances
of an alleged misuse of Law News
funds (the so-called Luscutoff scandal
of two years ago) has this student
body, through its student government,

seen fit to sanction its newspaper.
The Boalt Hall Student Association
(BHSA) was not similarly confronted
when it chose to axe the Suspended
Sentence's staff. It based its dismissals
upon "patently offensive material" appearing in the newspaper, notwithstanding a provision in their own bylaws prohibiting staff dismissals over
the paper's content. But the by-laws
provision aside, BHSA's action is deplorable.
BHSA should have employed less
drastic means to respond in this situation, such as encouraging students to
write to the editor or to join the staff.
By basing its decision entirely upon
its "outrage" at the paper's content,
BHSA sets a dangerous example for
other student governments. Will there
now be open season on student-funded
newspapers which print materials
"patently offensive" to the student government? Moreover, BHSA has blown
its future chances at a newspaper containing fresh accounts of people and
events at Boalt, since serious reporters
will be reluctant to work for a paper
whose editorial policies are clouded by
the hot breath of the BHSA. Chilling
effect, indeed.
That is not to say that we should
laud the staff of the Suspended Sentence. Few would sympathize with a
student-funded newspaper willing to
print materials purposefully and unambiguously demeaning to certain
groups of persons. The fact that Suspended Sentence's staff and its editor
seemed almost cager to print such
things is as disturbing to me as is
BHSA's lack of judgment.
While the Law News remains nothing to write home about, its editorial
decision-making is relatively unencumbered by outside forces_ As much
as possible, a fresh, if not entirely
objective view of events and personalities is attempted. This much could
not be possible unless the staff were
assured that it will not be summarily
dismissed over what is in the paper.
The Law News does not require an
ASH by-law to provide this assurance_
Certainly, any student-funded newspaper must be responsive and responsible to its readers. But unless students
are willing to settle for saccharin-laced
versions of events and personalities at
Hastings, editorial decisions on the
Law News should be left to an independent staff which has little to gain
except the dubious satisfaction of
knowing that someone, somewhere
has been offended by its work.

aRCI.
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Child Care
Center 'airs' gripes
By Janet Gray-Sutherland
The Hastings Child Care Center has
been an important element in the success of many single women students
and student families by providing
high-quality child care, especially to
those with low incomes. However, the
administration of Hastings has not
been entirely supportive of the
Center's needs.
A striking illustration of this lack of
support has arisen. The Child Care
Center is desperately in need of a ventilation system. The Center is housed
in a college-owned facility, the basement of the Madonna HoteL This
basement, which is quite long, has as
its only fresh air access two front doors
and a few windows adjacent to those
doors.
Because of this structure, the airflow i.I; extremely limited. Enrollment
has increased at the Center in the last
year, and now 32 children and staff
must sleep, eat, and conduct activities
in this environment, without adequate
light or fresh air. Currently, two to
three hours of daily outdoor activities
are planned to offest this limitation,
but when the rainy season starts, requiring that the children remain indoors, the situation will become intolerable for the Center and its program.
The Center has asked the College
for financial support to alleviate the
situation. In an appeal for funding,
Diane Ryken wrote the College, " ...
the service we provide is too important
to delay until a better site can be provided. .. Of all the shortcomings (of
the present site) the lack of ventilation
may be considered to be the most

Peterson responds on enrollment of women
By Jane Peterson
In her article in the September 20th
edition of the Law News, Theresa Daly
implies that Hastings has been insensitive to the problems of female applicants and has failed to enroll women
in adequate numbers.
Those implications are not supported by the following data, which
demonstrate Hastings' record in the
recruitment and enrollment of
women.
The 1979-80 entering class has the
highest percentage of women in
Hastings' 101-year history. Moreover,
Hastings leads the University of
California law schools in the admission
of women_
Table 1 displays the percentage of
women in the applicant pools and the
entering classes of the University of
California law schools_

TABLE 3

TABLE I
V.C. Law
Schoo"

Hastings
Berkeley
Davis
Los Angeles

Women in
Applicant Pool

Women in
Entering Clau

36.5%
31.0%
36.0%
33.0%

42.4%
38.6%
38.0%
35.0%

Table 2 displays the percentage of
women in the entering classes of seven
California law schools:
TABLE 2
Women in
Entering CI. .

U.S.F.
Hastings
Golden gate
Berkeley
Davis
Los Angeles
U.S.C.

43.0%
42.4%
42.0%
38.6%
38.0%
35.0%
33.0%

Table 3 compares the ages of men
and women in the class entering in
1979-80_

25 and younger
26 to 29
30 and older

% Men

96 Women

64.9%
22.8%
12.3%

61.6%
18.0%
20.4%

Table 4 compares the average GPA
and LSA T of men and women in the
1979-80 entering class.
TABLE 4
A.erol!" LSAT

Geo·. AdmiNion.
Men
Women

3.42
3.43

663
637

2.91
!.17

498
496

LEOP AdmiaioDJ

Men
Women

The Admissions Policy Statement
adopted by the faculty of Hastings
College of the Law prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. College
policies are flexible and equitable, and
they are designed to insure fair
representation of women and

serious." To this the official response
stated, " ... while we wish to help, the
best we can do is give you moral support in your efforts."
The Administration has discussed
relocating the Child Care Center at
some future time. Time estimates have
ranged from 3 to 5 years when that
relocation would take place_
For the Child Care Center to continue operation, something must be
done now. The Center is currently
serving more student families than
ever before. The Fall '79 Child Care
Need Survey indicated that child care
is a continuing priority for students to
complete law schooL
The cost of installing a ventilation
system is $6,500. The Center is appealing to ASH for a donation, and to
other student and faculty groups.
(Note: Ms. Gray-Sutherland is President of the Center's Board of Directors.)

Asian legal
confab slated
Justice Thomas Tang of the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals and United
States Attorney G. William Hunter are
among panelists scheduled for an
"Asian Legal Career Conference" here
October 13.
The conference, jointly sponsored
by the Asian American Bar Association and the Hastings Asian Law
Students Association, will focus on
employment opportunities for Asian
law school graduates and on experiences of practicing Asian attorneys.
Lawyers representing corporate,
private and public sector practices will
also participate including San Francisco District Attorney Joe Freitas and
Public Defender Jeff Brown.
Other panelists include: Judge
Robert Tkasugi of the United States
District Court, Justice Stephen
Tamura of the California Court of Appeal, Superior Court Judges Harry
Low and "Tak" Takei, Asian Law
Caucus co-founder Dale Minami (now
in private practice), and James Brosnahan of the San Francisco firm of
Morrison and Foerster_
The conference gets underway with
coffee and doughnuts at 9:30 a.m. and
will continue throughout the day_
There is no registration fee.
minorities among the student body.
The entering class of 1979-80 is
strong evidence that Hastings' admissions policies and procedures are succeeding in achieving a diverse student
body_
(Note: Jane Peterson is Assocw.te
Dean for Student Affairs.)
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Richardson at Hastings:

Negotiating combines no-limit poker, 3-D chess
By Andy Niemyer
. "There are times that the negotiat.
mg process seems like a cross between
no· limit poker and three·D chess . ..
"J feel that J am sometimes like a
haggler at a rug bazaar . ..
Completion of the new Law of the
Sea Treaty will be "an extraordinary
monument to the rule of law". United
States Ambassador at Large, Elliott L.
Richardson made this and other com.
ments relating to the Treaty in an ad·
dress to the College Sept. 20. Speaking
to a standing room only crowd in the
Moot Court chambers, Richardson ex·
pressed feelings that the Treaty will be
"a beacon of hope that other issues are
subject to negotiated solutions."

similar to the UN Security Council,
comprised of 36 members will take
responsibility for the day-to·day
operation of the Treaty organization
and the units established under
authority of the Treaty. The council
will be composed of representatives
from not only producing and develop·
ing nations but from involved in·
dustrial organizations as well . Within
this structure there are several minor
unresolved issues.
US Wants Veto Power

Remaining Controversies

In a surprise statement, Richardson
declared the issue of "blocking votes"
to be a "no sign issue" unless it is
resolved to the U.S.'s satisfaction
Blocking votes, similar to a Security'
Council veto, could be mustered In the
executive council to bar any motion,
declaration , or resolution . The United
States insists that any vote of 6 memo
bers of the council should be suffi·
cient. Many other representatives feel
a larger number, up to ten in some
cases, should be used. It is this con·
flict, still being negotiated , that
Richardson maintains IS non·
negotiable .
The ambassador went on to cover a
number of other procedural and
potentially influential areas . He stated
that questions as to ultimate authority,
weighted voting , and preratification
amendments still remained unresolved
He said that treaty as it may ultimately
stand, "Can not stand much in the way
of amendments without coming
apart." He hoped that both 1980 ses·
sions, one in New York , the other in
Caracas, Venezuela, will resolve these
issues to the satisfaction of partici·
pating nations.

Ambassador Richardson concerned
himself with a number of unresolved
areas in the Treaty, foremost being
seabed mineral exploration. With
95% of the treaty complete, Richard ·
son sees this area as the final major
hurdle to be overcome. Included in
this area is the establishment of pro·
duction ceilings and bases to allow for
increased production of technology
advances . One influence upon this will
be the length of time required for the
treaty to become effective. Richardson
characterized it as a race between the
patience of mining companies who al·
ready have the technological' means
available to begin mining, and the
establishment of a world·wide authori·
ty to manage mining activities and
technological transfer.
While the seabed mining controversy
is the greatest problem facing the next
session of the conference, the former
U.S. Attorney General took time to
discuss several other unresolved areas .
These include defining boundary lines
between adjacent nations . continental
shelf jurisdiction, and the status of
scientific research expeditions within
the shelf areas .
Richardson stated the thorniest
problem of the remaining issues was
that of defining continental shelf
jurisdictions. The recent session in
New York this summer saw several

Elliott Richardson
proposals advanced by delegations
from Third World, Soviet and West·
ern Bloc nations. He stated that he ex·
pected a complicated yet "workable"
solution proposed by the USSR and
the UK to be the probable solution.
This utilizes a formula of sediment
depth and distance from land masses
to arrive at a distance that may prove
to be roughly analagous to the current
200 mile shelf zones often declared.

During a brief question and answer
session, Richardson revealed that a
major section holding nations respon ·
sible for pollution of the seas from
land and from vessels has been com ·
pleted. A section calling not for the
"management" but rather for conser·
vation and preservation of ocean
mammals including whales will be in·

Richardson also touched briefly
upon an area that some experts on the
Treaty contend could provide a source
of future dissatisfaction . Under the
Treaty, an assembly of all signatory na '
tions will be established to provide the
guidance and legislative direction call·
ed for under the Treaty. A council,

Major building
projects in works
By Karl Olson
Two construction projects - one
underway and one in the planning
stages-should help alleviate two
traditional problems at Hastings .
The first problem, crowded hall·
ways and cramped quarters at 198 Me·
Allister St. , may be relieved as early as
July, 1980, when the so·called Aca·
demic Affairs Building now taking
shape across Hyde Street from 198 Me·
Allister is due to be completed.
The second problem - housing
could be significantly ameliorated by
plans to put 20 floors of housing in the
old Empire Hotel at 100 McAllister
St., which some remember not only as
a hotel but as a federal office building
housing the San Francisco office of the
draft board.
Hastings is putting together a deal
with the General Services Administra·
tion to purchase the building, and the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has set aside
$7.28 million in renovation funding
for the housing component of the Em·
pire Hotel project, says Wally Me·
Guire, assistant to the chancellor.
Hastings is looiung for $2 million to
put a gym, four floors of offices and
another floor of meeting rooms in the
Empire Hotel building, a 27-story
structure that was the first skyscraper
in the Civic Center area and was for a
while the only one.

Open For Questions

Seabed Authority

ａｳｫｾ｡｣＠

The five·story academic affairs
building, meanwhile , will be used
strictly for academic facilities Some
three to four floors will be used for
library materials, McGuire says, as
well as faculty offices . The stack area
of the present library will be moved
across the street although the main
reading room and small reading room
will stay at 198 McAllister, McGuire
says.
Price tag on the academic affairs
building is estimated at $15 to $17
million, McGuire says, with the fed·
eral government picking up $4.25 mil·
lion of the total and the state paying
for about $12 million. Construction
began in late 1978.

CORRECTION
In the last issue of the Law News,
we ran a photograph of a child dressed
in traditional Mexican attire who was
identified as Mariano Fraijo Escobedo
Mendez Soto. So far, no problem. The
trouble arose over the way we further
identified this child as the son of the
women who was holding him in the
picture, Josephine Ojeda Soto. Under·
standably, the Teal mother of Mariano
was distressed to see her offspring attributed in such a manner, and we at
the Law News offer our apologies. We
stand corrected: The mother of Mariano is Manuelita Escobeda Mendez.

c1uded in the treaty. He also provided
the students and faculty of the College
with insights into the international
negotiating process. RIchardson at·
tributed the influence of many smaller
nations' representatives to their "abili·
ty to inspire truSt ", and "more than an
ordinary quota of grace and charm"
These qualities allowed the represen·
tatives to influence other conference
members and aid in the establishment
of consensus, and resulted in no small
amount of bergaining power on the
part of nations like Fiji and Singapore.
The Treaty itself has been in the pro·
cess of creation since the late 1950's
when a UN conference completed ini'
tlal rough draft proposals to bring the
law of the sea under one treaty Rich ·
ardson pointed out that the Treaty's
main thrust is to provide an alternative
to the myriad of bilateral negotiations
constantly in progress over issues rang·
ing from fishing rights, naval vessels in
proximity to coastlines, to the current
issues still being negotiated. The In·
formal Composite Negotiating Text
(Revised) includes the fruits of these
efforts, and will, with other draft text
inclusions, be presented for final draft
construction at the July meeting in
Caracas .
At a post· address reception , the
U.S.'s first 'Ambassador at Large'
proved highly approachable by faculty
and students alike . He often paused
when speaking with an individual to
collect their name and address in
order to forward copies of Information
he possesses relevant to the topics
discussed . He told the Law News that
he considered that ability to take what
were formerly bilateral disputes to a
world body solely concerned with law
of the sea issues a highly valuable fea ·
ture of the Treaty, and one of Its
strongest points.
The 59 year·old Richardson IS a
graduate of both Harvard and Har·
vard Law School. He has served as
Massachusetts Attorney General ,
Under Secretary of State, Secretary of
Health , Education, and Welfare Sec·
retary of Defense , and U .S. Am·
bassador to the Court of St. James .

_____________
Dear Mac: I am the associate in
charge of recruitment for a large
downtown law firm. I interview
students from all over the nation,
looking for those who will be the
toughest, most aggressive, young attorneys after graduation . Naturally
law Teview and high class ranking are
prerequisites to employment with my
firm. It is my job to pick the
strongest candidates out of this select
group; to choose those spartan
students best equipped to deal with
the battlefield of law. In the past I
was able to discard the weaklings on
the basis of eye contact, but this is no
longer true. Many of these sappy eggheads have now attended the International School of Eye Contact and
are able to cover up their shy, retiring personalities in an interview.
How can I now distinguish the
bookworms from the aggressively
bright?

-ASSOCIATE
Dear Ass: Ask your interviewees if
they slow down or speed up at yellow
lights.
Dear Mac: I jwt completed an
assertiveness training class because I
got tired of being stepped on all the
time. Besides, who ever heard of a
non-assertive lawyer? The problem
is that my new behavior style turna
everybody off. Tell me what to doorebe!

-SPUNKY

Dear Spunk : Read my forthcoming
book . While Looking Out For #1,
Don't Step In #2-How to Get Your
Way Without Being ObnoxioUS It
debunks the current myth that a show
of assertive power is necessary to ac·
complish your goals . Drawing on the
theories of Machiavelli and Paul Win·
chell, the book teaches you how
to manipulate people like puppets .
They']] never know what hit them, but
you won't have to throw the book at
them . Already released elsewhere
around the world , the book was a
Purge of the Month Club selection in
the Soviet Union.

Dear Mac: I am a first year student
immersed in the study of contracts,
torts and civil procedure. I study
really hard and I alternate between
total undentanding and complete
confwion, One minute everything is
crystal clear and the neIt minute it's
snowing but not stick.ing. Am I going
crazy or what?

-LOSING IT
Dear Losing: Don't worry, you're
only going through the law school
change of life known as mental-pause.
Lasting anywhere from six months to a
year, your current feeling is the brain's
natural reaction when lega! concepts
take root and reality recedes . For more
information on the subject contact the
Hastings faculty recruitment commit·
tee.

Po\;<'4
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Prunty: student-faculty ratio 'much too high'
A.I Hastillgs rllters Its secolld eellt II ry,
lI11ggmg problems perSISt from Its past
Woefully ot'er·crowded facilities, impOSSIbly ｣ｯｲｾｵｳｭｧ＠
registration procedures, and complaints about faculty
members are among the matters cantrnually plaguing th e University of
California's oldest law school.
In this final installment of an interview with newly-appointed Academic
Dean B ert Prunty, Law News Editors
Larry Bobl"les and Don Hamman seek
responses to these and other common
student complaints. Since most of
these complaints were mentioned in a
recent accreditation report, questions
about the report seemed a good place
to begin the questioning:

Law News: What problems were uncovered in the recent accreditation
report prepared by the American
Association of Law Schools and what
do you plan to do about them?
Prunty: Well, one of the problems
pinpointed was a need for an infusion
of more monies for the library. That's
one problem we're trying to address,
and I'll address it more specifically
later. Another problem is that the stu dent / faculty ratio is much too high.
There are too few faculty for the number of students who are here and we
don't have adequate seating space ei ther in the classroom or library.
With the completion of the new
building, the library facilities will be
more than doubled. Although that's
not an ideal, it's certainly a tremen·
dous improvement. We'll also acquire
more faculty. The freed -up space in
this building plus the seminar space in
the new building will give us more
seats for classroom use.
By hiring more faculty , we hope to
bring down the studentlfaculty ratio
to one to twenty-six in the 1980 - 81
academic year. Boalt Hall is second
largest among the four state law
schools, and Boalt is one to twenty four this year. We should be there
within two or three years. Both Davis
and UCLA have better ratios than
either Boalt or Hastings. I guess we're
sort of the stepchild in this sense
among the state schools, but we hope
to rectify that very soon.
Law News: What else did the report
cover?
Prunty: There was also some concern
about faculty governance. That. I
think, flowed from the overwork of the
administration in previous years. Very
difficult for someone to do all the
things Dean Anderson has done so
superbly over the years. I couldn't do
it.
Law News: Is that to say that you expect the faculty's role in governing the
college to decrease in relation to what
it's been in the past year or two?
Prunty: Quite the contrary. The
AALS standards require academic decisions to be made by the faculty. Responsibility for the academic mainstream is placed in the faculty. That
includes admission of students, graduation requirements , standards for
retention or exclusion of students based upon grade performance - those
are all matters where we expect increased faculty voice in the coming
years.
Law News: Are there any plans to recruit more women and minority faculty?
Prunty: There certainly is the hope
that can be done and we plan to do it.
We're not in bad shape with women
faculty members. We probably have
one of the best ratios in that regard in
the United States. But we are deficient
in minority recruitment.
Law News: Will students be allowed
to participate in decisions on faculty
hiring and if so, in what capacity?
Prunty: I think that student input is

welcome in any area of decision making. I'm not aware of any procedure by
which there is a definitive voice among
student organizations in terms of faculty selection in any of the University
of California campuses.
Law News: Does that necessarily
mean we ca n't have that kind of voice
here ?
Prunty: It simply means you don't
have it. It doesn't mean that that is
something that you wouldn't have in
the future . I don't have that kind of
omnipotence or clairvoyance to judge
that.

"Johnny Carson draws
better than any law professor I've ever known. "
Law News: How would you respond to
a student proposal allowing students
definitive power in faculty hiring?
Prunty: With great caution. I think
those upon whom responsibility rests
should have authority to implement
that responsibility. I've never found a
way to give a continuum of responsibility to those who are passing through
an organization rather temporarily. I
think that's the fundamental question.
I've been in schools where there was
a greater degree of student participation in the various levels of decision·
making and I've never found such participation to be uncomfortable or dangerous . But I can't remember ever
having been in a situation in which
there was a student voting voice in
terms of faculty recruitment. The
theory behind this, I suppose, has always been that the faculty must live
with colleagues for a very long period
of time. For that and other reasons.
the faculty has a better judgment than
non ·faculty can have as to the qualifications and abilities of those being
sought for teaching positions.
Law News: How about a proposal to
give a student or group of students a
position either on the interview committee or just an advisory role on the
committee?
Prunty: On decisions I have to make
in this office - those are staff deci :;ions, not faculty decisions - I would
assume I have the authority to consult
anyone and everyone of my choice. My
personal inclination is to make that as
broad a base as possible . I like to
learn .
The areas beyond my authority are
just that. There's no way I can commit
the faculty to a course of conduct they
objected to. I might provide them
leadership, try to persuade them about
certain proced\lres, but I am not in a
position to mandate them.
Law News: Then would it be safe to
say that the faculty probably has the
final say in whether a student is permitted to participate in the selection
process even if without a vote?
Prunty: That would be accurate.
Law News: Speaking of faculty, what
is the administration's reaction when
students refuse to enroll in classes
which are taught by certain professors
whose classes traditionally have very
low enrollment?
Prunty: I'm sure there are all kinds of
reactions. What kind of action would
be consequent from that is a little early
for me to say. It should be noted, however, that I don't think any of us would
view the merit of a course offering to
be determined by the number of people who registered for it.
I'm not trying to say that it doesn't
have some significance, but it seems to
me not to have determinative significance. The fact that 150 people want
to take my course and thirty people
some other course doesn't mean that

Dean Bert Prunty
the other course isn't better than my
course.
Law News: Do you see that in any way
reflecting on the professor who's teaching the course?
Prunty: Not in and of itself, no. The
course may be the one that's the most
difficult to teach or it may be the one
that is least popular by subject matter
and this professor may be the hero of
the day for taking it on. I don't think
we should judge courses or performance of faculty just by virtue of the
numbers of people who want to be exposed to that person. Johnny Carson
draws a lot better than any law professor I've ever known .

"We must make some effort to approach the community with sympathy
and empathy. "
Law News: If enrollment is not the
determinative factor, what other
things are considered?
Prunty: If we can see that a particular
course offering is not flawed in and of
itself, and we find a professor who's
unable to draw substantial numbers of
students in a free elective system like
ours, we might have to look beyond
the offering and judge the performance of the professor in the course.
And that would require some expert
evaluation that would certainly not exclude student evaluation.
Law News: Would resignation be
compelled if it was found that a faculty member fell below Hastings' high
standards?
Prunty: To rephrase the question
slightly , it's not a matter of asking for
someone's resignation , it's a matter of
informing of non-reappointment.
That responsibility for communicating
this decision is mine. A very unpleasant one, I might add.
Law News: Moving on, what policy do
you foresee regarding re-scheduling of
exams? What is your policy regarding
students who have, say, three finals in
two days or back to back finals?
Prunty: There is a policy in place. It's
not up to me to change that policy. I
might want to make recommendations
on it in light of experience I have not
yet had. If we find there is an improvement possible I'd certainly make a
recommendation to the faculty to
change the rule as quickly as possible.
Law News. And as far as you're concerned you have no qualms with having students take three finals in two
days?
Prunty: No I don't personally. But
that doesn't mean that my judgement
of that should be impressed on every
student. I'm not that egocentric. I
would have no problem myself taking

three in two days . I did more than
that.
Law News: What is your personal
view of allowing community members
and students to sit on the Hastings
Board as has been recently proposed?
Prunty: Well I'd like to study it before
I announce a conviction on it. The
tradition of a self-perpetuating board
for public institutions is an ancient
one, and perhaps like most things ancient, should be carefully reexamined. In my experience, most
boards which have professional responsi.bilities in many other states have
been opened-up to what we call lay
membership . I'm not opposed to
restructuring the Hastings board but I
would do so with great care and with a
lot of reading and discussion before I
said that a particular bill is viable.
Every institution should be responsive
to its environment.
Law News: Do you anticipate any
sweeping or drastic changes in the
registration or add-drop procedures?
Prunty: I really hope there are
changes which eliminate some of the
pain attendant to the current system.
This has not been a good six weeks for
any of us. With all good faith and all
attempts to get things worked out, it
has been very difficult and I don't intend for the process to remain that difficult.
We have employed a person highly
qualified, Linda Williamson, with
substantial experience at Pepperdine
and UCLA in data control and retrieval. I think she is already seeing
weaknesses and will make recommendations for change . I am going to encourage her as much as possible.
Law News: Hastings has received
some bad publicity recently, what with
the student strike of 1978, the forced
re-Iocation of tenants to make way for
the law center, and the PILA controversy of last year. What can be done to
shore-up our image?
Prunty: I have heard things about a
student strike, but I heard it more
about Harvard, NYU and Columbia
much more than Hastings. I'm not
sure that story was terribly damaging,
it's just part of the times.
The Public Interest Law issue is being addressed, we've been over that.
Regarding re-Iocation of tenants , I
think all those tenants have re-Iocated
in a favorable way and b'!en given
essentially life tenure. I am told that
most of them are in better conditions
than they were before. I hope that's
the case.
I think we have to be constantly and
constructively aware of our position in
the community and we must make
some effort not to become a bludgeon,
to approach the community with sympathy and empathy. I intend to encourage that at any level I can. I'm
sure the faculty will share in that as
will Chancellor Anderson. But one
concrete thing to shore up our image?
I'm not sure what I'm supposed to suggest.
Law News: How do you see your role
in the Hastings community?
Prunty: My role is defined by the
board . I'm responsible for the academic program of the institution. Of
course , a large part of my ｲ･ｾｯｮｳｩ｢ｬﾭ
ty is a leadership potential and I intend to try and stimulate curricular
development and a major infusion of
new faculty to get a better student /
faculty ratio and the improvement for
the quality of life for faculty and
students alike.
.[n last week's instaUment, Dean Prunty was
erroneously quoted as saying that the soonto-be-appointed admissions director "wiU
be charged"for changes in the admissions
policy. The quote should haw read that
the admissions director "WIll noI be charged" for making policy changes.
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The Rock revisited
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evasion . ａＵｰｩｲｮｾ＠
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Public interest group sets conference plan
The San Francisco-based Public Interest Clearinghouse/Resource Center
is pleased to announce the second
statewide Public Interest Law Conference, to be held at the University of
Santa Clara campus on October 19
and 20.
The first Conference, held last year
at Hastings, provided a forum in
which California attorneys and law
students could meet one another and
discuss the past, present, and future of
public interest law.
This year's Conference will focus on
the nuts and bolts of practicing public interest law: Where to find the
cases, and how to make them pay; how
government, legal services, and public
interest attorneys can combine their
efforts to increase the effectiveness of
public interest work; non-litigative
solutions to social and economic problems; and a series of small group sessions on representing specific interests
in areas such as disability law, employment discrimination, energy and en·
vironmental issues, domestic violence,
rank and file workers, and prisoners'
rights.
J. Anthony Kline, Governor Brown's
Legal Affairs Secretary, will deliver
the keynote address at the dinner on
Friday evening.
Local experts in each field being
discussed will share their experiences
and unique viewpoints. Speakers include attorneys from Public Advocates, the Lawyers Committee for

Urban Affairs, the Department of Industrial Relations, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and Gay
Rights Advocates, as well as unions,
the media, state and local bar associations, law enforcement agencies, and
private firms engaged in extensive pro
bono projects. Attorneys concerned
with expanding their commitment to
public interest or pro bono practice
will have an opportunity to learn from
these experienced practitioners about
the substantive and practical prob lems faced daily in public interest
practice.
After the Conference, a directory
will be published of public interest
groups and attorneys who have expertise in, or would like to increase their
activities in, various areas of public interest law.
The Conference is sponsored by the
Legal Services Section of the State
Bar of California, the Public Interest
Clearinghouse/ Resource Center, and
by the Special Committee on Public
Interest Practice of the American Bar
Association from funds made available
by the American Bar Endowment to
promote state and local bar conferences -to educate local bar members of
their public interest obligation and the
means by which to implement those
obligations.
The registration fee of $30 ($10 for
students) includes a box lunch and
buffet dinner. Registration and further inquiries can be made by con-

tactlng Tnna Ostrander or Rene
Schanberger at the Public Interest
Clearinghouse (415) 557-3079, 25

Taylor Street #614, San Francisco,
California 94102 REGISTRATION
DEADLINE IS OCTOBER 10

Frat group makes plans
By Katherine Codd
Phi Delta Phi (PDP) was established
in 1869 and is the oldest professional
legal fraternity. The Pomeroy Inn
(Hastings) Chapter of Phi Delta Phi
was established in 1883 . The Chapter
was formed for the purpose of promoting "a higher standard of professional ethics and culture in this and
other law schools and in the profession
at large . ," according to the Phi
Delta Phi Constitution. More notable
past and present members are Franklin D. Roosevelt, Adlai E. Stevenson,
John Foster Dulles, Robert F. Kennedy, Lewis Powell, Gerald Ford and
John V. Lindsay.
PDP prides itself on being a "social"
fraternity, which hosts bi-weekly beer
T .G.I.F.'s at local bars and sponsors
parties throughout the year_ These activities provide a great way for Hastings students to get to know classmates
from other sections and other years,
However, Phi Delta Phi's present
members realize that many students
prefer a more service-oriented organization. In accordance with our wishes,
we have decided to modify PDP's image. We plan to continue to have

many parties and also initiate other
activities to benefit the entire student
body
Currrently proposed projects for the
year include: operating and managing
the spring semester book exchange
(and every semester thereafter),
holding a "Hastings T-shirt" sale (to
raise funds for future activities) and
hosting two initiation parties which
will be open to all Hastings students.
We also hope to host a talk to be
given by local alumni fraternity members concerning such things as ways to
obtain a first-year summer clerkship,
what to put into a resume, etc. PDP is
also planning to start a file of members' class outlines for BAR classes (an
updated version of John Hull Notes)
for the benefit of its members.
In 1983 PDP will celebrate the
Hastings Chapter's 100th Birthday.
Plans will commence next year for a
gala celebration the following year.
If you would like any further information about Phi Delta Phi, please
feel free to contact Ruth (locker #434)
or Kitty (locker #269).
(Note Kathenne Codd is the President of Ph, Delta Ph.l)
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Marlon Brando visits Vietnam

'Apocalypse' worth waiting for
By Rob Bragin
With more advance speculation
than the Second Coming, and more
hype than a Brown press conference ,
Apocalypse Now has premiered, at
last. What is this film (could one dare
call it a movie?) , that has caused critics
to square off, one against the other,
(Tim e against Newsweek) ; that has
caused the Bay Area's columnist emeritus, to ramble incoherently, comparing Brando to Pavorotti? ("Cop -

polypse," Herb? I love ya, but stick to
namephreaks. Now get outa ht're, you
knucklehead!") that caused Francis
Ford Coppola, that wunderkind direc tor/ producer, to go into hock up to his
Jerry Garcia beard? It is, in a word, a
masterpiece. Flawed? Yes ; Indulgent?
Yes; Obscure? Yes; Tub '0 Brando?
Yes; but a masterpiece nevertheless.
By now, the plot is almost as well
known as the cost of the production,
but for those of you who live in case-

books, the story traces the travel of an
army assassin, Captain Willard (competently played by Martin Sheen)
toward his target, Colonel Waltt'r
Kurtz, an aging regular· army type,
whose judgment has become "unsound", (incompetently played by
Marlon "Supennan's Dad" Brando).
It's not that Brando is bad; it's just
that whenever he's on screen, the film
becomes Mondo Brando. Instead of
Continued on page 8

All that jazz ...

'Ain't Misbehavin' ain't bad
By g. jarrett
These days it is not uncommon to
hear people say that jazz is "coming
back" . The implication, of course, is
that at some unspecified point . . . it
left. But if that's the case, where, one
might ask , did it go? Did it crawl un·
der some rock to await with patience
the maturation of the Woodstock gen eration? Certainly not - we didn't
exactly imagine all those albums that
were recorded and released over the
past ten to fifteen years, nor have
Newport, Monterey, Montreux, and
the sundry other jazz festivals both
here and in Europe been mere swinging mirages. Obviously, jazz never left
us, though it might be argued that we,
to a certain degree . .. left it.
What the jazz-is-coming-back theoreticians really mean is that there is a
current resurgence of interest in the
music. But, as any realist can see, we
are not headed for another jazz era;
things are not going to be as they were
in the Forties , the Fifties, or even the
early Sixties . Jazz has ceased to produce Armstrongs, Gillespies, Parkers,
Tatums, and Hawkinses. The last generation of budding pioneers - Clifford
Brown, Eric Dolphy, and so onburst onto the scene in Fifties only to
have their lives cut short before their
promises were fulfilled. Not since
Ornette Coleman and John Coltrane
has there been a Pied Piper to lead
the way to fresh ground. If there were
such artists waiting in the wings at any
time during the past ten years, we
probably lost them to rock·jazz fusion.
Fats Waller Revival
All of which probably explains the
recent revival of interest in composer ,
pianist, singer and comedian Fats
Waller, who embodied the spirit of
swing-jazz from the early Twenties
until his death in 1943. Ain't Misbehavin', a musical revue based on compositions Waller either wrote or made
famous, opened on Broadway last
May, was greeted ecstatically by the
public and critics alike, and was sold
out for months ahead. It is now playing at the Curran Theatre here in
San Francisco until November 24th ,
and you owe it to yourself to find out
what all the furor is about.
Why should Thomas Wright "Fats"
Waller become so popular again all of
a sudden? His many recordings have
been kept in print, but until very recently they were ordinary catalog
items selling slowly but steadily to jazz
fans and to those fortunate folk who
heard or saw Waller while he lived.
He played "stride" piano , a muscular
but sensitive New York style often confused with ragtime and boogie-woogie,
a style few but fanatics and connoisseurs would recognize. He composed
wonderful melodies, but they would be
considered archaic in today's polyester disco market. He was uproariously funny - his wisecracks and fractured
bons mots were part of his appealbut in this era of hostile and scatologi-

cal humor they would seem tame,
even timid.
To enjoy Waller is easy and to appreciate him is a pleasure, but this
easy pleasure requires much good will
on the part of the listener . Do the
jaded and rapacious audiences of
today possess such good will or can
they be made to ｾｩｳ｣ｯｶ･ｲ＠
it? On the
evidence of the smash success of A in 't
Misbehavin', they most certainly can.
Thanks to director Richard Maltby Jr.
and his effervescent cast, the revue is
not only a triumph of conception,
staging, and performance, but a vindication of Waller's engaging spirit. He
was a very loving and lovable man,
and the show proves that his musical
invitation to friendship is impervious
to time. So score one for civilization.
The original-cast recording is also a
triumph, not only for the cast (taken
from the Broadway production) but
for producer Thomas Z. Shepard, who
has successfully translated the verve,
sass, and joie de vivre of the stage performance onto disc . This is a notable
achievement, since recording studios
and sessions are rather clinical, and
actors used to bouncing off live audiences may freeze in front of the microphone or sing with less enthusiasm and
flavor than they do at curtain time.
If all that isn't true enough, there is
a surfeit of delight in the selection of
songs that Waller composed or performed during his career. In several
cases, director Maltby and associate
director Murray Horwitz have written
lyrics to Waller tunes that fit them
perfectly, so great is their understanding of their subject and his times.
While it is true that Ain't Misbehavin'
is , as a whole, a single prolonged great
moment, there are exquisite and hilarious peaks within that moment.
Shining Stars
One of them is The Jitterbug Waltz,
set in a dance palace with the last
couples swaying slowly as the band
winds down. The lyrics are new, but
they conjure up Waller's cosmopolitan
tenderness, his knowledge of and love
for the people of Harlem in its vanished Golden Age.
Teresa Bowers, Yvette Freeman,
and Adriane Lenox have a raunchy
romp with "Cash for Your Trash", a
World War II song that the government urged Waller to write and promote as part of the campaign to save
scrap metal, rubber, twine, and discards to be converted into war material, with Uncle Sam offering cash rewards for tireless scavengers. Waller
and his manager cheerfully produced
the hit song, and official Washington
was happy until someone over there
found out what "trash" meant in Harlem slang, upon which the tune
abruptly lost its G.I. certification. It
is a delight, in these times, to have an
historical example of American citizens making suckers out of the government instead of the other way around .
Mesdemoiselles Freeman and Bow-

ers have richly deserved showcase solos
on "Mean to Me" and "Squeeze Me",
respectively, but it is Ms. Lenox who
has the best voice in this remarkable
cast, and she displays it stunningly on
"Keeoin' Out of Mischief Now", a
Waller melody with lyrics by his principal lyricist Andy Razaf. The song is a
rhapsodic embracement of fidelity to
a lover by a girl who has been around,
and Lenox's interpretation is not only
thrilling vocally but has the theatrical
sensitivity of a fine actress simply becoming the character she portrays.
When she sings, you feel that the man
she's singing to is a very, very lucky
fellow.
"Black and Blue", again by Waller
and Razaf - and movingly sung by the

company - is a quietly desperate and
dignified statement of the agony of be·
ing a black American in 1929, when
the song was written. It serves now as
an anthem of times that are, to this
country's honor and relief, largely
past. The song is a heart-stopping moment in a show that is all heart.
The wit, the energy, the class, and
the sheer joyfulness of Ain't Misbehavin' conjures up in the audience's
mind the quintessential picture of Fats
Waller" ... settled down at the piano
with a bottle of gin nearby, his eyebrows raised, his derby askew and a
cigarette dangling from his wide,
cockeyed smile. He always let you
know that there was at least one more
joke inside the one he had just told."
Fats would have adored the show.

Club runs wild
By John Chu
Hastings Runners provides an opportunity for everyone (young, old,
beginner, advanced) to participate in
the pleasures of running. Whether you
want to run for fun, health or competition, this is the organization to
join.
Hastings Runners was formed about
three years ago by two long-departed
students. Lenny Stine and Ed Wasp
both were avid runners, and they
started a group for other runners to
meet and run. Beginning with an initial nucleus of about five people,
membership grew to over fifty between
1976 and 1978. Stine and other alums
as well still actively participate in
Hastings Runners.
The present director/ organizer for
Hastings Runners, Bill Farrer, emphasizes that he will try to accommod ate anyone who wishes to run.
Program rigorousness can vary anywhere between novice running (e.g.,
for exercise) to serious running. The
RUDners will organize something for
anyone interested.
While many Runners make arrangements among themselves for
weekday sessions, the club organizes a
"Fun Run" every Sunday morning at
9:30 for anyone who can wake up that
early. Everyone meets at the Polo Field
at Golden Gate Park and divides into
groups of similar ability so there is no
fear of getting left behind. Bill will
personally see that no one runs alone
and that running tips are available to
anyone who asks.
In addition to the regular activities,
Bill plans periodic get-togethers such
as potluck.s, and for participation in
local races which include races thru
the wine country (don't worry, transportation can be arranged), the Santa
Clara Relay, and the Bridge Run. All
races offer the benefits of exercise
combined with the beauties of the
landscape that might be missed if you
weren't on foot. For example, the

Bridge Run (to be held soon), begins
by the Bay Bridge near the old ferry
building, takes you through Fisher-

men's Wharf to the Marina Green
and proceeds from there to Golden
Gate Bridge and then brings you back
to the Marina Green. The total
distance is 10 kilometers (or 6.2 miles),
but no one is rushing you . So you can
relax and enjoy yourself.
In fact, for those who want to find
the "ultimate" in scenery, Bill has a
run which he claims to be fairly accessible and offers incomparably beautiful surroundings and views. For those
runners or joggers who might be interested in the details of this particular
excursion or in any other Hastings
Runners activity, they should contact
Bill Farrer at 752-4160 (on any week
night) or leave your name and number
in locker 520. Everyone is welcome to
respond .
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Behind the BAR, BRC hustle
By Teresa Chuh
Three years of law school may teach
you everything you wanted to know
about torts, but it won't teach you
what you need to know to become an
attorney - how to pass the bar exam,
That's the opinion shared by vast
numbers of law school graduates who
have, in the past decade, turned the
bar review cram course into a multimillion dollar a year business.
Top Two
Two courses in particular-Josephson's Bar Review Course (BRC) and
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich's
BAR/BRI-claim to have prepped
most of the nation's law graduates
since 1970.
Business started booming for the
bar review business in the early 60s
when law school caught on as the
academically "in" thing to do. After
snuffing out virtually all competitors
by 1970, - mostly local one-person
operations - the two companies started vying against each other for markets from state to state. Today,
BAR/BRI claims to enroll 20,000
students in 33 states while BRC claims
10,000 in 16 states.
Both courses offer similar services to
sweaty-palmed bar candidates. For
about $400, students receive outlines
for the 13 subjects covered on the 2 ｾ＠
day exam, practice tests, clinics and
seminars on test-taking strategy, and
lectures by top names in each field.
For seven weeks, students shuttle
neurotically between lectures and the
dark corners of home or library where
they spend eight to twelve hours a day
digesting course materials.
Enrollees agree there's no radical
difference between BAR/BRI and
BRC materials - especially since
BAR/BRI adapted BRC's
mlmoutline" format for each subject - but
that the major distinction is a personal, philosophical one.

By Allen R, King
With his arm still in a cast last
semester, Lee Evans, the celebrated
Hastings rugby star, had this to say
about his injury, "This injury has not
slowed me down in the slightest I can
still do everything just as well as
before." Responded his girlfriend
archly, "Well, not quite everything."
Just what was she alluding to? Was it,
as has been suggested, a reference to a
lack of dexterity in doing the dishes? If
you have any information or g:uesses,
please address them to The Cast of
Evansleeado, c. 0 Allen King, locker
1102.
It Happened in the Hallway:
While innocently strolling down the
corridor in front of Room A, this
reporter was accosted by Professor
W.R. Forrester, who called out
"Allen" and related to me how he had
read and agreed with the last Behind
The Scenes column. He did not single
out, though he did not dispute the accuracy of, the passage that read "Professor William R. Forrestor, a popular
Constitutional Law scholar, warned of
the concentrated power of the media."
Noteworthy and a bit surprising about
this encounter, besides proving that at
least one member of the faculty reads
Law News, was that a professor had
called me by my first name. And I was
beginning to think my first name was
"Mister", as in Mister Mullery, the
renowned former section D'er. (Incidentally, should Mister decide to
change his surname and middle name
to "Mister", he could then be known as

Michael Josephson, sole stockholder
of the vast BRC empire, calls the
review program "his baby."
"I came up with the idea of starting
my own bar review course while I was
still a law student at UCLA," he said.
"The courses available at that time
just offered materials with a 'comeand-get-it' attitude . They taught
nothing about how to deal with the
exam."
As a result , Josephson came up with
a course emphasizing test-taking
mechanics and positive psychology
rather than a detailed review of the
law.
"I've always been interested in the
theory of teaching," he said , "and I've
always been against the way law
schools use fear as a teaching device.
Students pay us money to be on their
side, so we give them what they need: a
security blanket. "
Old bar exams give enough clues to
predict what questions the examiners
will ask, Josephson claims, so cramming all the law down students'
throats is not a principle concern. Not
surprisingly, a chief gripe against BRC
is that the materials are "too skimpy
on the law." One recent BRC / Hastings grad, who asked not to be named,
said one question he encountered on
the July bar exam left him stumped
because "it wasn't even touched on in
the BRC outlines. Too bad I found out
too late."
Nevertheless, Josephson maintains
that his survey of bar exams over the
past ten years has proven to be an accurate indicator. "Technique is the
important thing," Josephson added.
"We're not trying to make better
lawyers in the review course. We're
just trying to make better test·takers."

them a false sense of security, " said
BAR , BRl's northern California director Rick Wildman. "We treat our students like adults. "
Unlike BRC's tightly-scheduled
regime , BAR / BRI makes attending
lectures and taking practice tests purely voluntary. "We're not here to hold
anyone's hand, " Wildman sa id . " It's a
lawyer's duty to make judgments based
on his or her instincts, and that's the
attitude we try to impress on our
students."
Wildman explained that BAR / BRI
used to try predicting what the bar examiners were going to ask , "but that
was courting disaster. The bar ex aminers expect people to be fully
prepared," he said, "so our philosophy
is to cover all the bases ."
Unfortunately , some students found
that BAR BRl's "cover-all-the-bases"
approach left them with too little time
to prepare for practice exams.
"It was hard to realize the advan tages of taking the practice tests the
few times I had to walk in cold , ' said
one recent Hastings grad . "The
BAR/BRI materials were great, but
there wasn't always enough time to
read them all."
Surprising Choices

since he enrolled in law school ..
Advertising Blitz
It is this kind of attitude that has
spawned one of the most vigorous
advertiSing contests since the days of
the Hertz -Avis rent-a -car duel. Both
BRC and BAR / BRI rely heavily on
the student reps they pay to hype one
course and slander the other. Other
marketing ploys include pizza parties,
wine and cheese receptions and diS counts to first - and second-year stu dents who sign up early .
Despite advertising efforts, however ,
both Wildman and Josephson say that
students with lower law school grade
point averages - including many
minority students - tend to sign on
with BRC while students in the lOp
half of the class lean toward
BAR BRI "The reason IS obvious,"
said a BRC enrollee from Hastings.
"Students in the lower half of the class
need to learn how to study. Students
on law review don 'c. "
For the most part, law school ad ·
ministrators and the state bar associa tion reserve comment on the merits of
the cram courses. Are they a rip-off?
Do they serve a useful purpose?
"No comment ," say members of the
state's Committee of Bar Examiners
Dean Paul McKaskle of the University of San Francisco law school, whose
comments typified the attitude among
law school administrators, said "The
courses are fine, but I don't encourage
students to take them and I don't
dissuade them ."
''There's a recognized correlation
between a student's class rank and his
or her chances of passing the exam the
first time," McKaskle said, "and those
statistics remain constant regardless of
whether students take BAR, BRC or
no course at all."

BAR/BRl's method is more of what
Josephson would call the "come-andget-it" approach. "Our technique is to
teach students the law and not give

Given the vast differences between
the two courses, how do law students
choose the program best suited to their
needs? Surprisingly, the choice is often
based on unlikely factors "I enrolled
in BRC because most of my friends
chose it," said a recent Boalt Hall
grad. "With all the advertising the
companies do, it's difficult to make a
really informed choice . So why not just
go with friends?"
A current third year student at
Hastings said he chose to become a
student representative for BRC
because his roommate who completed the BRC course before taking
the July bar exam - "seemed really
calm and organized for the first time

(This artIcle was origInally wntten
by Teresa Chuh, a Hastmgs student,
for the ASSOCIated Press, and IS
reprinted with permISSIon)

Mr. Mister M. Mister. Sort of like Major Major Major in Catch-22.)
Speaking of outstanding classroom
performers such as W.R. (note that
I've taken the liberty of reciprocating
in using the familiar case, but is one of
the most personable members of the
faculty. For his friendliness with his
students, he has recently been awarded the Milton D. "Uncle Miltie" Green
Friendly Professor Award a well·
deserved honor for a man who adds a
welcome human touch to this institu tion .
Legal Outrage Department: In
keeping with the policy of this column
to comment on controversial topics
relating to the law and the legal profession, (such as the incident last year
when a student criticized twO Mute
court judges for not being prepared)
the sordid Lone Ranger affair clearly
merits discussion. As most of you are
aware, a Superior Court injunction
was issued in Los Angeles prohibiting
Clayton Moore, who portrayed the
Lone Ranger in more than 200 tele·
vision episodes, from wearing the
famous Lone Ranger mask. The suit
was brought by the Beverly Hillsbacked Wrather Corporation, whose
subsidiary owns the rights to the Lone
Ranger character, and who claimed
that the 64 year old Moore simply was
too old to represent the Lone Ranger.
On hearing of the case, an enraged
Law News staffer fired off the following telegram to the corporation president:
''Am ｯｵｴｲｾ･､＠
by heartless treat-

ment accorded Clayton Moore,
the true Lone Ranger Rest assured WIll boycott everything even
remotely connected WIth your
corporatIon until this injustIce /.S
corrected. "
thereby adding his voice to those of
Americans who condemn this blatant ,
senseless, ugly age discrimination.
Was it really so necessary to the corporation's welfare and profits that they
strip away a man's identity because he
had committed the sin of growing old?
For this reporter , who grew up watch ·
ing the Lone Ranger , there IS no ques·
tion as to who was that masked man .
Any Imposter chosen to impersonate
the Lone Ranger, can never compare
to Clayton Moore in those thrilling
days of yesteryear and the William
Tell overture .
Also last semester: A Hastings stu dent-it is not yet confirmed whether
he is a Republican - told this writer
that he should quit picking on R M.
ix-on, a once prominent Republican
who has been mentioned frequently in
this column, usually in an un favourable light. Item: In the last
week of May, Mr. ix -on's San Clemente beachside estate was sold to the
highest bidder Item: December
1973, in the wake of revelations that
public monies had been improperly
spent for nonsecurity purposes on the
estate. Mr.
ix-on pledged to make
the home "a gift to the American people" so that "future generations can
take advantage of this beautiful west ern setting to help maintain a truly na·

tiona I perspective for the presidency."
It would be safe to surmise that this
statement has since been rendered in operative . Even without the estate,
Americans have a national, and
generally uniform , perspective of the
Nix -on presidency. Aren't we lucky
that the current incompetent in the
White House has promised that he
would never lie to us?
Sam Stuffshirt, the veteran in ·
vestlgator, has reported that a story in·
volving the former president will be
breaking sometime around the second
week in October
Vignettes from the DA's office:
While working for the Carson City DA
(who, sad to say, is a Republican) the
following matter came across my desk ,
Mr. Sam Contreras, the innovative
manager of the Big Dogs basketball
team , had not paid $21 of the league
fee to the city recreation department.
Sensing the urgency of the situation,
young Mr DA drafted a carefully
worded letter to Contreras which concluded , "Should you fail to pay this
amount before July 21, you will see a
different type of court action." To my
utter dismay, my superior deleted the
final sentence . (He also , unsurprisingIy, is a Republican .) No word yet
whether the money has been paid.
Next issue: The story behind the
failure of this column to appear in the
September 20 edition. If you have any
information concerning the dastardly,
yet cunning, scheme, please drop a
note to Prior Restraint, c/o Allen
King, locker 1102.

BAR/BRI
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Associated Students reconvene
By Don Hamman
Resolved to gl't down to business.
the Associated Students of Hastings
(ASH) Council accepted a resignation ,
elected two second-year representatives. appointed a student representative to the American Bar Association
from Hastings . and established committees to study everything but the
graffiti in the bathrooms.
Committee Proliferation
President
Darryel
Nacua
demonstrated his skill at delegating
responsibility by creating a committee.
chaired by Vice-President Don Clay.
to select student body members for
seats on various faculty -student committees. Created were a committee to
promulgate wording for a possible

proposal to amend the ASH constitution, and committees to investigate
possible reciprocal library privileges
with Boalt Hall and the availability of
UCSF Medical Center athletic facili ties to Hastings students. Also to be
decided are which new magazines
students would like to see in the Sutro
Room , and the prospects and procedure for placing benches on the
patio.
The Constitutional amendment
ASH discussed would require first -yea r
representatives to ASH Council elected
in the fall to serve a semester term
thereby requiring a second election in
the winter when students presumably
are better acquainted with their classmates. One cynic who demanded anonymity felt, " It's not important
enough to have two elections."

ASH did take some positive action
without the benefit of committee
review and recommendation. Kent
Khitikian 's oral resignation tendered
to Don Clay was accepted, and Tom
Volkmann and Walter Harper were
elected to the two vacant second-year
representative positions. Karl Lucke
was chosen to be Hastings' representative to the American Bar Association
in a hurried vote and it was decided
that third -yea r representative Steve
Roycraft could host an ASH Council
potluck, although no date could be
agreed upon. This important matter
was not referred to a committee, but
Steve is expected to negotiate with
Darryel Nacua and potluck veteran
Madeleine Stephens , also a third year
representative.
Among the items mentioned which

will be discussed in the future, or
possibly referred to committee, was a
suggestion that an alternate time for
ASH meetings be scheduled, and the
need for a person to hold office hours,
make posters and do typing for ASH
Council. It was also suggested that a
protest be lodged about ASH, rather
than the administration, being forced
to fund tutorials when it would appear
that the administration's primary
responsibility is to teach students. ASH
tutors are paid $125 or receive journal
hours as compensation for their time
and efforts.
ASH meetings are held on Fridays at
11 :40 a.m . Location of the meeting is
posted on the ASH bulletin board,
across from room A, with other announcements and minutes of past ASH
meetings.

Bloodline
forms
to the
right
Student Pat Lyons is all
smiles as she does her share for
the Phi Alpha Delta (PAD)
blood drive held recently on
1M. Her donation, along with
those of about 85 other students, faculty and staff
members, will be credited to a
Hastings "account" at the Irwin Memorial Blood bank.
Donors received nothing for
their contributions except the
satisfaction that comes from
donating to a worthy cause.
P AD has sponsored blood
drives at Hastings in the fall
and spring.

'Apocalypse' worth waiting for
Continued from page 6
"the horror, the horror," you keep expecting "Stella ... Ste1l11l1a." Enjoy his
scenes though, because a good fifty
cents of the five big ones you'll spend
to get in , is going toward re-foliating
his head. (What's next, Marlon ,
Curly-Joe in the Three Stooges Story?)
The best acting is by Robert Duvall
as Lt. Colonel Kilgore. Duvall makes
even trite lines sound good. Anybody
who can say that napalm smells like
victory, and appear to believe it,
deserves an Oscar, or at least more
money than someone who says "the
horror, the horror, " and doesn't.
The genius of the film, though, is in
the cinematography. The visuals are
far superior to anything attempted to
date, affirming Coppola's place as a
frontier film-maker. Combined with
the state-of-the-art sound system,
some scenes go beyond traditional concepts of film, approaching the
"feelies" of Huxley'S Brave New
World . When Willard's boat enters
the last American outpost before Cambodia, there is an inescapable feeling
of edge-of-the-world chaos_ There are
shots of Kurtz, in near total darkness
with his head passing in and out of a

narrow strip of light, that are magnificent.
In fact , the visuals are so good that
Coppola could have depended on
them to communicate most ' of the
film's action and emotion. It's clear,
however, that he wanted to be absolutely sure we knew what was going
on, so there is narration, written by
Michael Herr (author of Dispatches),
and spoken by Willard (Sheen), that
sounds like something out of a Raymond Chandler novel: "I didn't know
what 1 would do when I finally met
him." It's unnecessary and it's distracting. The music, on the other hand, is
perfectly chosen. The opening shots of
helicopters, to "The End" by The
Doors, is sheer spine-chilling genius_
Ultimately, Coppola strives to take
us through the war, and out the other
side. According to the program, Apocalypse is intended to get Viet Nam
behind us. More accurately, it is an attempt to get it inside us _ We are invited to experience, internalize, and
most importantly, to transcend what
occurred in those dark days a decade
ago. At some levels it works, at others,
it doesn't. But if all you want to know
is if it's worth the five bucks to get in,
the answer is yes_ Have a nice trip.

Tricks and treats for kids
Tickets have gone on sale this week
for the Hastings Child Care Center
Halloween Raffle.
The Center will be raffling such
prizes as:--three days, two nights for
two at Harrah's Lake Tahoe; a hot air
balloon ride; free dinners and lunches
at outstanding local restaurants; a case
of exquisite white wine from Professor
Maier's private collection; airplane
rides; ice cream; an abstract painting;
hot tub sojourns and many, many
more. Prizes of special interest to
Hastings students include a $40.00 gift

certificate from Lake Law Books, a
new set of outlines from BAR-BRI
Law Review, lunch at Knight's for
two, and a $10.00 bank account from
Hibernia Bank.
Parents throughout Hastings are
selling tickets. Tickets will also be on
sale in the commons the second week
of October_
Tickets cost $1.00 each or six for
$5.00_ Winners need not be present to
win at the October 31 drawing.
This event is the Center's main
fund-raising event. Your support will
direct its success.

Register to vote
for the Nov. 6 election
,-
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OQinion:

Decontrol can produce clean energy
By David Crane
As a native of Colorado, I vehemently oppose the development of synthetic fuels which threatens the Western slope of the Rockies . Because of
environmental dangers , I view with
alarm continued and further exploration for oil and gas . Further , I strongly
object to nuclear power, at least in the
form of fission.
Instead, like many, I advocate the
full-scale development of clean ,
renewable energy. But here I depart
from the conventional line in one major respect: I support and encourage
the complete and unphased decontrol
of gas and oil prices without a significant tax on windfall profits and with
limited governmental intervention or
action. It is my firm conviction that
only a proper economic environment
will produce clean energy through
competition and conservation. Any
legislative undertakings will serve only
to exacerbate a situation that was itself
created by legislative (and executive)
intervention.
Gas Is Too Cheap
It is well-known and widely accepted
that the imposition of price controls in
1971, and Nixon's decision to retain
them in 1973 when controls on other
products were lifted, has led, in large
part, to our present shortage. Price
controls also serve to subsidize oil imports. What is less often realized is that
those controls not only created our
dependence on foreign oil , but on oil
itself. Because its price has bf'en held
artificially low, there has been little or
no demand for other forms of energy.
Indeed, only fission and coal come
close to controlled oil interms of price .

Simply stated, energy consumers will
not pay the price required by alternative sources of energy as long as
other cheaper forms are currently
available.
The problem of artificially cheap oil
has, of course, caught up with us. Excessive consumption fueled by low
prices, combined with lacking incentives to produce oil (due to decreasing
marglrl.s as the costs to produce oil
have risen uncontrollably) and other
forms of energy have left us in disarray . And , not unexpectedly, the
belated but necessary decision to
decontrol prices in phases will surely
cost the poor and the elderly the most.
Indeed , It is interesting that those who
have supported control the longest ,
such as Ralph Nader, purport to represent the interests of the consumer.
However, the control of energy prices
has accomplished more than simply
delaying the inevitable; by postponing
the development of alternatives , encouraging consumption , and consolidating OPEC's power. Controls
have forced prices, upon their
cancellation, to rise higher than they
would have reached had there been no
controls initially .
Poor Suffer Most
As is usual in a controlled market ,
the lower income groups suffer the
most from the short-sightedness of precontrol advocates ; those with money
can always pay for their energy. And
perversely , the only groups to truly
benefit from control have been OPEC
and the oil industry as we have been
forced to remain dependent on oil
much longer than was necessary. (For

The naked truth
about the energy crisis
By M_L. Kushner
Until the recent cabinet shake-up,
President Carter had taken a lot of
heat regarding James Schlesinger'S
status as head of the Department of
Energy. In fact , if this politica l heat
could warm homes , there would be no
energy crisis. Since the American
scientific community has not yet
developed such a conversion technique , let me suggest a new approach
to solving the energy problem
America's need for energy is not the
problem! The problem is the failure of
the attempted solutions solar power ,
nuclear power , coal power , expanded
oil production. These attempted solutions fail because they all have one
thing in common they're drawn from
natural science . Once we abandon the
limiting assumption that only the
physical sciences can solve the crisis,
then the true solution becomes apparent .
We need social scientists to change
the values and attitudes of Americans
in order to end the energy crisis! Sociologists, pyschologists and rhetoricians
must persuade Americans to forsake
their clothes and return to a primordial state of nakedness . This would im mediately save electricity by eliminating the need for washers and dryers .
More importantly, who the heck
would go out of the house like that? No
onel So we wouldn't need cars, thus
saving gas and curing air pollution
simultaneously _
I realize that a change of this magnitude cannot occur overnight. Therefore, I propose that the President ､ｲｾｷ＠
up a national allocation plan ｲ･ｱｵｬｾﾭ
ing a certain percentage of each state s
population to strip on a graduated

scale over time, until Amenc!l achieves
total nudity and energy self-suffi ciency. A suggested slogan for this program is: "Strip poker, not slrip mining!" ( Perhaps Lawrence Welk can be
engaged to record a strip polka as part
of this campaign.)
In assessing the political imp hcations which accompany adoption of
my proposal, the President should note
lhat it is an excellent issue to use
against J erry Brown Governor Brown
recently came out agamst expansion of
nude state beaches in California,
Viewed in the context of the energy
issue, this was a political faux pas
because it contributes to the continuation of the energy crisis. Thus, the
President would do well to seize upon
this error and launch the campaign for
AKED POWER ENERGY SELF
SUFFICIENCY BY (fill in date) Such
IS the cloth of which the American
Dream is made.

'Top 10'
honored
At Orientation Ceremonies for the
Class of 1982 , eleven members of the
Class of 1981 were honored for their
academic achievement as first -year
students _
The Milton D . Green Top Ten Citations were awarded to Ben Aliza, Kim ball Atwood , Rachel Baker, Katherine
Cannell, Loraine Eber, James Hand ,
James Huizinga , Paula Katz, Timothy
Patterson , Jan Raymond , and David
SiegeL Because of a tie, these eleven
students achieved the top ten grade

another example of the efficacy of
controls, examine the current sc;amble for housing in Berkeley. If time
permits, compare Austin, Texas.
another college town, where student
housing IS cheap, plentiful and coincidentally, control-free)
So long as clean and renewable
sources of energy remain uncompetitive the impetus will be towards the
development of coal, oil shale, and
nuclear power. So long as we are accustomed to paying so little for our
energy, we will not accept expensive
sources that happen to be clean, no
matter how dedicated we may be And
we cannot expect entrepreneurs In the
energy field to risk their fortunes on
products the public simply won't buy.
Lawyers and social critics alike are
well-known for their uncanny abilities
to criticize ot hers (like energy pro ducers) for not risking enough of their
capital on new and possibly unfeasible
energy ventures. Suffice to say there
are very few of us who would be willing
to take the risks energy seekers take for
the returns curre ntl y available,
whether the sought-after comodity IS
oil, coal, sunpower, or otherwise.
One need only compare the average
annual return available for each $100
invested by oil companies in high risk
ventures (Texaco earned less than 9%
after tax last year) with that presently
available from relatively risk-free in vestments like m oney-market funds
(present ly approaching 11 % pre-tax)
Another example is Solaron , the first
solar-energy company to go pubhc.
which lost $750,000 on sales of only
$2,000,000 last year.

'Willing To Pay

I

ｾｦｯｲ･＠

The answer is to create an econom·
ically attractive market for clean
energy sources. ThiS requires a higher
prevailing price for energy. There will
be some who will need assistance from
the effects of higher overall prices,
such as those on fixed incomes who
face drastically higher fuel-OIl bills .
Transfer payments made available
through either a minor windfall profits
tax or credits to utilities who sub Idize
those reqUiring assistance should solve
this problem.
\>Ve cannot solve the energy problem
through legislation. Only the proper
economic environment will promote
new sources of energy and conserva·
tion. A further point · higher prices
will mean someone somewhere will get
rich . If that bothers you, remember
that controlled oil prices have made
someone else (read OPEC) very rich
Remember too that a new, highly
competitive energy environment will
reward the entrepreneur, the in novator, and the conservat ionist instead of the bureaucrat, the middle
manager, and the wasteful. Finally,
there are other benefits from expensive
energy: just as cheap fuel contributed
to the development of suburbs, helped
bankrupt the railroads, and Sickened
our air, higher pnces should lead
families home to the cities (assuming
rent controls or the threat of rent controls haven't eliminated the incentive
to provide clean, affordable hOUSing),
encourage mass tranSll , discourage
wasteful energy use , and help clear the
air Legislation by social engineers
cou ld never do so much so efficiently
and With less conflict

_Answering Service:______
By Don Hamman
Questions of general interest
should be addressed to "Answering
Service" and submitted to the Law
News office or locker 1078. Replies
are subject to the availability of
space and answers.

charges were entered in his file At
this writing, although he has passed
the California Bar Exam, he has not
been certified to practice law in this
state. His lawsull was dropped.

Dea r A.S.
I've been doing a bit of travelling recently and am sick of going over to
Union Square to pick up airline tick·
ets. Where can I get them close to
school?
DC.
Dear D _C.
On the ｉｾｴｨ＠
floor of the Federal
Building is a small travel agency where
airline reservations can be made and
tickets can be purchased so early
check-in times and Union Square can
be avoided,
Dear A.S
Last
heard,
Sid
Luscu
toff had been accused of embezzling
funds from the Law News and had
filed suit against the paper for defamation in the publication of the ｣ｨ｡ｲｧｾＮ＠
Has this been resolved yet?
M,F.
Dear M_F_
For his vacation reportedly at Law
News' expense , Mr Luscutoff was
fined approximately $1500 and the
averages In their first -year studies .
The first presentation of the FirstYear Section Scholarships was also
held during the Welcoming Ceremonies. The $100 Section Scholarships
are awarded to the top returrung student in each of the five first-year sections . This year's winners were James
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Huizinga (Section A) Ben Ahza (Section B) David Siegel (Section q,
Timothy Patterson (Section D) and
Loraine Eber (Section E) _
Loraine Eber (an editor of the Law
News) received an additional $100
cash pnze as the number one student
in the Class of 1981.
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Spending extra-curricular energy

Yes, Virginia, there's life after law school
By Chris R. Lavdiotis
Upon entering this chamber of hor·
rors a little more than two years ago a
good friend of mine, since graduated,
told me what to expect . "The first year
they scare you to death, the second
year they work you to death , and the
third year they will surely bore you to
death ," said he. Thus far his words
have proven true. However, boredom
has been known to sneak its way in
during the second year, and fear can
strike even the most casual student at
any time.
The first·year student is easily iden·
tifiable by his topic of conversation,
which is always something concerning
the last hour's lecture. The second:,
year student is visible in the library,
three hundred volumes of various reo
porters stacked in front of him as he
searches for the key case in his moot
court assignment. The third year stu·
dent is forever wandering aimlessly,
complaining about how much he dis·
likes school, in need of stimulants to
get through T&E.
There is a cure for infectious legalitisl Close your books and get outside.
Forget about law for awhile and do
something healthy. Find an attractive
nuisance and procrastinate. Feel better already?
Do something athletic. This is the
best way to release aggression and
frustration and to get your mind off of
school. Play softball, basketball, tennis, whatever. This city's Recreation
and Parks Department is excellent.
There are playgrounds and fields
everywhere, lots of tennis courts, five
golf courses, neighborhood swimming
pools, and basketball courts abound,
including several gyms open for free
play and some junior high and high
school gyms open at night.
Don't run. This is not a way to
release aggression. It is monotonous,
painful, and has been shown to lead to
shin splints. flat feet, torn or loose
knee cartilage, ruptured tendons,
earaches, heart disease, and lowered
sperm counts. Besides, everyone runs
now and you don't want to be accused
of being chic . But if you seek the
"Runner's High", which is actually a
state of manic-depression caused by
the realization that your legs are ruined for life, go for it. Caveat: If you do

run, do it on a high school track; it's
much easier on the legs_
Okay, so you don't play sports. You
can still be a spectator; go to a ball
game . Candlestick Park houses the
resident nine and the 49'ers, and the
Warriors play in Oakland. Contrary to
popular southern California folklore,
Candlestick is not the coldest and
windiest stadium on earth (you've just
been there at the wrong time). Even
though the Giants' season is coming to
a much-desired end, they will return
in April. While there is no need to
argue the issue of Giants vs. Dodgers,
there does exist a school of thought
which holds the -belief that it is better
for a team not to win its division than
to win it and consistently fail in the
playoffs (the rivalry lives).
Maybe you hate sports. Well, we
won't hold that against you, as long as
you explore something cultural. Go to
Golden Gate Park - there's the Museum of Art, the Aquarium, the Planetarium, Arboretum, and Conservatory to keep your interest. San Francisco has a nice zoo, and maybe you'll
belong there after too much studying.
Or you can go to a play, the ballet or

is not San Francisco but rather a sellout to tourism. There may be some
good restaurants, but you can find
better much closer to your home. And
stay away from places with a name like
"Heaven"; such pseudo-Hollywood
nonsense is totally out of place around
here.
Law students have been known to
drink, and with good reason. Maybe,
after five weeks of class, you still don't
understand which was the plaintiff
and which was the defendant in Pen·
noyer v. Neff Maybe the Internal
Revenue Code is incomprehensible.
Or, quite possibly, T&E is driving you
bananas. Whether you like meat mar·
kets, "mellow" bars, or a good old
neighborhood dive, you've most likely
heard that this town has more bars per
person than any city in the country.
Go find out for yourself.
Now, have I left anything out? We'll
leave that to your imagination. Suffice
it to say that it's no sin to put down
your books and have some fun; they'll
be there when you return. If you don't
feel like studying, never hesitate to do
something good for your spirits. Pretty
soon you'll e "studying" for a living.

r-------------------------------------------------------------Marx Brothers, that is
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Breath Theatre: Marxist disciples

By Andy Niemyer
The ability to make an audience
laugh is not a singular talent. Rather,
it can be manifested in a number of
different forms. It can be seen in the
vivid word-play of the Brothers Marx, I
or the almost ebullient slapstick of the
old vaudeville circuit. The self-deprecating, insightful wit of Woody Allen
can make people smile and laugh as
much as Fred Allen's caustic humor.
In fact, the chances are that one could
wax eloquently about comedy and its
importance in our society for enough
inches of type to wrap a small white
shark.
But who cares? Not the Law News
the night we caught the first quack of
the Duck's Breath Mystery Theatre's
national fall tour.
Whacko
Here are about five guys, playing

Hastings alumna's
got a dam good idea
By Karl Olson
A Hastings alumna who has been
fighting the Warm Springs Dam in
Sonoma County for seven years-and
helped run a campaign against the
dam while going to law school - will
speak about the dam, and the trials
and tribulations of mixing politics
with studying, at Hastings Oct. 19.
Gail Jonas, now a general law practitioner in Healdsburg with her own
practice, will appear Friday, Oct. 19
at 12:40 p.m. Location will be announced on campus blackboards and
in the Hastings Weekly.
Jonas, 39, is a 1976 graduate of
Hastings. While she was in her first
year at Hastings, opponents of the
Warm Springs Dam, a massive flood
control and recreation project 10 miles
northwest of Healdsburg and roughly
80 miles north of San Francisco,
mounted a campaign to stop the dam.
They forced a Sonoma County ref·
erendum on the project in November
1974, while Jonas was in her second
year at Hastings. County voters
favored the dam by a 51.3 percent to
48.7 percent margin, but subsequent
legal challenges kept the project from
proceeding until 1978, when the U.S.
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals refus·
ed to issue a stay and allowed construe·
tion to proceed on the dam.
The Ninth Circuit has yet to rule on

symphony. If you do go to the park,
stay away from roller skates, unless you
wish to risk taking notes with the hand
you don't write with. Roller skating is
fun for those with an affinity for plaster, and the rudeness of many skaters
is topped only by their inability to stay
on their feet and to avoid moving
vehicles. As one member of the faculty
might say, "Pay your money, take your
choicel"
If you like music, there's plenty to
be heard. Places such as the Boarding
House, Great American Music Hall,
Old Waldorf, and Keystone Korner
most always have good shows. Stay
away from punk rock unless you wish
to suffer serious cerebral retardation
and feel like you're at an eighth grade
dance.
One of the most pleasurable ways to
unwind is to go out to dinner. This is a
class town offering a most unique and
varied choice of restaurants. You can
find most any type of food imaginable
if you look. The neighborhoods of this
city are full of good places to eat,
North Beach and the Richmond District being fine examples. Avoid Pier
39. No matter what you've heard, that

a challenge to the dam's environmental impact statement. Meanwhile, San
Francisco Superior Court Judge Ira
Brown has taken under submission ｾ＠
suit c.hallenging a tax Sonoma County
uses to pay for its share of dam construction costs.
While the courts deliberate over the
legal challenges, construction is proceeding at a furious pace on the $240
million dam. Opponents of the dam,
meanwhile, have mounted a lastditch, 11th-hour attempt to stop the
half-completed project. Dam opponents have forced a second Sonoma
County referendum on the project
Nov. 6.
They claim the project is a pork·
barrel-type waste of money that would
lead to rampant development in semirural Sonoma County, and that the
dam poses safety risks, located as it is
near several earthquake faults.
Supporters of the dam contend it is
a much-needed water supply facility
for a county that is growing anyway,
and that it will provide recreation for
the North Bay area. The dam has
been designed to withstand earthquake hazards, supporters say.
Jonas' talk will cover her outspoken
views on the dam, and the rewards and
perils .of political activism during law
school. The talk is sponsored by the
Hastings Environmental Law Society.

about 500 different people, places,
and things, who take an audience into
their confidence, and then slowly, by
bringing us into their not-so-slightly
warped perspective, leave us just as
whacked out as they are. Who else
would open a show with an act called
"Agricultural Transvestites" Who else
could get away with it, leaving the
audience in an uproar after the opening number?
A cross in the ozone between the intricate audio and word-play effects of
the Fi,esign Theatre, and quick-sketch
groups that flourish in pockets around
the country, Duck's Breath has fused
into a coherently organized, if somewhat whacko, series of reflections.
What makes their often surreal series
of vignettes so funny is that all they've
done is taken our own cultural and
societal quirks, bends, and twists and
thrown them right back into our faces.
The night we caught them at The
Great American Music Hall, they told
a most chilling tale at the end of their
first set. In a series of scenes done in
almost blackout fashion, they told the
tale of a mere clown, Zippy, who cajoles and begs the audience into electing him President of the United States.
But wait, a mistake's been made. Zippy shouldn't be President, should he?
NO? Then let's make sure he won't
stay. As he tries to make sure he will.
We are suddenly plunged into a White
House where Zippy cries "I am not a
fool! I am not a fool!" Slowly, reluctantly, pleading sympathy for his "bad
leg", with members of the troupe calling from the audience, Zippy hobbles
off stage and thru the audience. Only
to tum suddenly at the end, and call
from the back of the theatre, "Am I
President yet?"
Send up and Again
Counter that with the second set,
that opened with one of the most intricate send ups of who knows what. This
play-within·a-play·within·a-play, leads
us to believe what we're seeing is a
spoof on all those sincere, if sometimes
amateur, revolutionary theatre
groups. They start their own little play
about the perils of macho behavior as
personified by one of the male gender's
more intimate associates, Spermatazoa.
He is deftly overcome .by none other
than Mr. Hot-tub himself, the Marin
New Age Man; only at the skit's conclusion do we see that the revolutionary group is merely another bit of
group therapy for five rather neurotic

patients.
Deftly and daftly sailing on, the five
thespians took the audience on a bizarre send-up of all those nauseating
family video hours "the whole world's
a family" shows. Not content to merely
parody, the quintet paraded a whole
world of geeks, wierdos, freaks, and
bimbos past the stunned and laughing
audience. Then they wound through a
piece featuring very drunk English
"Great Drunken Theatre Persons" a
masterful satire of all those Shakespeare plays we encountered in our
undergraduate days. By this time, the
Duck's Breath players had the audience in their hands as they bounced
off O'Neill, Art History, and every depressing Swedish film released.
Thus the entire evening worked its
way to an encore that would have
Punk Rock fans screaming for their
blood: The group brought back to life
the Marones, their own a capella New
Wave vision. In a rocker that brought
the house up (it sure didn't bring anyone there down), they belted out
"(Stepped on a Nail) Need a Tetanus
Shot, Baby", and let everyone there
know that the New Wave isn't done for
yet.
Duck's Breath took the audience on
a mirthful tour of their own world.
More accurately, they let us see the
very world we live in, from their point
of view. The collective ability to let an
audience in on one's joke is a difficult
thing for an individual, let alone a
group, to attempt. The Duck's Breath
Mystery Theatre is consistently able to
bring it off. Let's hope that their fall
tour will raise them a little way up
out of the cult status they now enjoy,
and towards a broader recognition of
their collective talent to make us
laugh.
The Whole Truth and Nothing
But the Facts:

Duck's Breath Mystery Theatre: Bill
Allard, Dan Coffey, Merle Kessler,
Leon Martell, and Jim Turner. They
will return to the Bay Area this December, appearing wherever they get
booked.
The Great Amen'can Music Hall:
859 O'Farrell St., 885-0750. Mostly
Jau. with bits of this and that thrown
in. Tickets well under 110.00 generally. Burgers, salad.s, desserts, alcohol
all available, as are soft drinlcs. Good
cheesecake. Separate smoking area.
Food service starts about ofte hour
prior to the fost show. Two shows
nightly.
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The Empire Hotel, first Civic Center area skyscraper, will be used for

Hastings housing and offices.

Academic Affairs Building rises
across Hyde Street from the current
Hastings building at 198 McAllister

St. When occupied next year, it
should relieve the present space
crunch and crowded hallways.

The Law News poll
Has the California Supreme Court lost all credibility
during the recent Tanner imbroglio?
Answer:

Name your three favorite low-cost restaurants in
the Bay Area. (Please state name and address of
restaurant.)
Answer:

Should ASH control Law News funding?
Answer:

Drop your completed poD in Locker 487.

----------------------
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Silver raps
incumbent's record
Continued from page 1
Silver promised greater emphasis on
protecting citizens and small business
against violence, and less attention to
"victimless" crime. She singled out the
trial of Dan White for the killings of
Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk, for which White
was found guilty of manslaughter and
sentenced to less than eight years in
prison, as a major blunder of the Freitas administration.
Proposition 13 cuts make clearly
established priorities especially important to a tightly -budgeted department, Silver said .
She claimed too much time is spent
"chasing card players in Chinatown
and pursuing marijuana smokers," and
said nonviolent criminal cases like
those against large businesses could be
handed over to the U.S. Justice Department, freeing the District Attorney to concentrate on crimes most affecting San Franciscans .
Silver said she opposes elimination
of the Vice Squad , since its activities
include investiga tions of such crimes as
child abuse, but expressed concern
about its concentration on what she
regards as victimless crimes.
Significant reduction in violent
crimes, Silver said, can come only
from changes m institutions and
cultural and economic factors which
condition people to violence .
Silver emphasized deterrence of gun
use by such means as the "use a gun,
go to prison" law over strict gun control, and said she opposes confiscation
of weapons, both because of potential
difficulty enforcing such a move and
for the constitutional questions she
feels it would raise.
As it now stands, she claims, weapons permits in San Francisco are left to
the discretion of the Mayor, who has
issued one concealed weapon permit to
date: for herself. Silver felt many
citizens have valid reasons to carry
guns for self-defense.
(The mayor's press spokesman, Mel
Wax, said Feinstein has not issued a
concealed gun permit for herself -or
for anyone else, for that matter. The
police department issues concealed
gun permits, Wax said, and it has not
issued a permit to Feinstein. Feinstein
carried a gun for a short time while she
was a supervisor, but does not do so
any more, Wax said.)
Silver advocated a mandatory
prison sentence for the act of stealing a
gun.
Silver said she is adamantly opposed
to the death penalty. Though California voters have overwhelmingly endorsed it in recent elections, Silver said

Something to Look Forward
to in our Next Issue
Testing your level of faith in miracles,
the Law News is announcing that many titillating and absorbing articles are already,
at this very moment, being prepared for
the October 22 issue of the paper. Yes,
even following a massive 12-page offering
such as the issue you now hold in your
hands, greater and greater things are being
planned . For example:
... Did you ever wonder what would happen if you were to become ill during the
school year and need hospitalization?
Women, do you know why you are not able
·to get birth control from the Student
Clinic? The answers to these riddles will appear in the next Law News when we present an article on student health services ...
... About to flunk out? Curious about how
to get back into Hastings if, heaven forbid,
you are "disqualified" after your first or second year? The next Law News features an
explanation of the disqualification system
and the procedure for readmittance, as
well as an interview with some of the people
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Freitas defends
White case handling

San Franciscans were divided on the
Issue . She would not allow her office to
demand the death penalty in any case,
she said.
She proposed a system for criminal
prosecution in which private attorneys
would take some clients' criminal cases
to court, with their performance monitored by the District Attorney's office.
This approach would help alleviate
time and budget pressures on the
district attorney's staff, she said, while
involving private attorneys III both
sides of the criminal court system.
In another reorganization proposal,
Silver said she would move to have all
juvenile crime offices put under the
management of the District Attorney _
She prefers community-based action
projects to give teenagers jobs or training programs over incarceration for
juvenile offenders, Silver said, but
promised the District Attorney's office
would not be a revolving door for offenders.
She touched on the low-rider movement, an issue of concern to some San
Franciscans who feel the street-clogging lines of cruising kids invite
violence . The cruising itself is basically
non-violent, Silver said. But when lowriders' activities draw crowds, they
sometimes result m violence, she
added.
In answer to a question, she voiced
her opposition to police decoy programs, expressing concern over their
possible entrapment techniques. However, she said she would use them
when necessary to catch repeat offenders in high-crime areas such as the
Tenderloin.
Rape and child abuse are very high
on her priority list, Silver noted. She
pointed out that she organized the
Committee on Personal Crimes
Against Women.
A 1964 graduate of the University of
Chicago law school, Silver began her
law career with a North Carolina firm
handling criminal and civil cases for
underrepresented. The firm prosecuted cases the local district attorney
wouldn't touch, often involving white
crime against blacks, particularly
white rapes against black women.
She came to the Bay Area to handle
representation for minorities for
Oakland's Legal Services Program,
and became a specialist in case-load
management and later executive director of Berkeley Legal Services.
She has been attorney for former
sheriff Richard Hongisto, and ran un successfully against Freitas in 1975,
She is now m private practice and
represents District Five, the inner Mission, as a San Francisco Supervisor.

Continued from page 1
for in his 1975 campaign platform had
been made during his term.
He cited his administration's direct
foclls on prosecution of violent and
fear-producing crimes such as homicide, rape, residential burglary and
armed robbery and enforcement of
"white-collar crime" and consumerprotection laws as successful.
He also, Freitas claimed, worked to
eradicate barriers keeping women and
minorities out of the law enforcement
system, and maintained an "aggressive" child support bureau to track
down absent parents and charge them
with the burden of supporting their
children.
The District Attorney contended
that the focus on violent crimes has
paid off, resulting in a tripling of the
number of criminal defendants sent to
prison for violent felonies over the past
four years. This was accomplished, he
said, by a staff reorganization setting
up specialty felony teams for each
felony area.
Vertical representation of felony
cases, in which one attorney takes each
case from beginning to end, has
proven an effective means of prosecution, Freitas said, ensuring better
evidence-gathering and more
knowledgeable decision-making at
each stage of the criminal procedure.
His administration set up a fiveperson Career Criminal Division
devoted to the prosecution of offenders
repeatedly involved in armed robbery
and residential burglary, Freitas
noted. He also pointed to the Victim
Witness Assistance Program, established to aid victims of violent crimes,
as an essential accomplishment.
Turning to the second plank of his
platform, Freitas outlined his philosophy that "white-collar crime" - the
more complicated and sophisticated
formi of criminal activity - should
cease to benefit by a double standard.
Attention to this area of crime has
included a reorganization of the consumer fraud unit, which, he boasted,
Ralph Nader has called one of the best
in the country. Consisting of a
volunteer-staffed complaint mediation
team and a program in small-claims
court education, the program handles
between 300 and 400 complaints a
month.
The professional staff of the Consumer Fraud-Economic Crime Division concentrates on major, systemwide fraud, Freitas explained, and its
efforts have resulted, among other
things, in a suit against Bank of
America for false advertising, prosecution of a funeral home fraud, and un-

who sit on the committee and make this
important decision ...
. . . Falling, falling, thousands of feet
through the air. Don't you secretly yearn to
leap from a moving airplane and feel the
rush? You'll learn more about skydiving in
the next Law News, so hold on to your
parachute ... Until next time.'

Boaltaxes
student paper

'Darkies'
remark
ires students
Continued from page 1
ings with individual students," she said.
Sherry, a professor at Hastings since
1975, sparked a similar student reaction
last year when he reportedly referred to illegal aliens as "wetbacks," to prisoners as
"caged animals," and stated that Latinos
have a propensity for running con games,
according to former students in his Criminal Law class.

Continued from page 1
It has progressed from a newsletter into its present tabloid format. Straight
news, parodies and cartoons run side
by side without benefit of editorial
disclaimer or direction.
Students interviewed at Boalt said
the paper has never had a strong
following.
Loomis thinks the shacp student
response to the paper's September 12
issue is a "reflection of uptight middleclass values."
He added that he and other fired
staff members might launch an offcampus newspaper if his appeal to the
Student Court is unsuccessful.
Even if he loses his appeal, Loomis
said he "would not be entirely
dissa tisfied .
"At least we would have forced
BHSA to do something." he said.

covering of the "Metergate" parking
meter embezzlement scandal in San
Francisco last year.
Increased representation of women
and minorities on his staff. Freitas
claimed, attests to his goal of making
the District Attorney's office reflect the
mak-eup of the San Francisco community. There was only one black
Deputy District Attorney at the time
he took office, Freitas said, but 12
more have been appointed; the number of Asian deputies has been increased from three to eight; women, from
nine to 23 and Hispanics from one to
five.
Freitas concluded by pointing to the
Family Support Bureau, which, by
pursuing absent parents and charging
them with the support of their
children, has reduced the city's welfare
burden by 20 percent, and restored
$1.5 million over and above the cost of
the program to the city'S treasury.
The first questions from the audience following Freitas' prepared
remarks addressed the Dan White
prosecution, which was handled by
Deputy District Attorney Thomas
Norman. Norman was unsuccessful in
obtaining a murder conviction, and
the May, 1979 verdict of voluntary
manslaughter touched off outrage and
rioting.
One student queried the wisdom of
introducing into evidence the tape of
White's confession, in which his emotional responses and the friendly interrogator (White was a former San Francisco policeman) made it difficult to
focus on the issue of intent.
Freitas emphasized that the tape
was a confession, and noted that
White had sounded rational and calculated m relating the facts of the
crime. He placed blame for the manslaughter verdict on the jury, which,
Freitas said, disregarded the evidence
of intent. Media people who had attended the case from beginning to end
were "shocked" at the verdict, he said.
Another question addressed the imbalance in the number of psychiatric
expert witnesses presented by the prosecution and the defense in the White
case. Freitas called the decision to present one psychiatrist in rebuttal to the
defense's five a "judgment call" on
Norman's part.
The prosecution's psychiatrist had
examined the defendant only seven
hours after the killings, whereas the
defense's expert witnesses had not seen
White until two weeks later, Freitas
pointed out.
He added that White had changed
lawyers, and that his second lawyer,
Douglas Schmidt, refused to allow
prosecution psychiatrists to examine
White a second time .
Subsequent examination entailed a
risk that unfavorable evidence would
be uncovered by the prosecution's
witnesses, Frietas said.
Questioned about the office's alleged reluctance to prosecute police misconduct, Freitas said that criminal
acts by police have been prosecuted
more during his term than ever before.
"The police are symbols of lawenforcement, and should be held to a
high standard," he said. Misconduct
not amounting to crime is referred to
the Chief of Police.
As chief criminal prosecutor, the
District Attorney is responsible for the
prosecution of all misdemeanor and
felony cases, juvenile offenses, and
mental health commitments. Under
the San Francisco City Charter, he or
she is charged with the additional
duties of prosecution of election viola,
tion and fraud.

